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Biking is a great way to go on the road, whether it's on a cycling road trip or on biking in the mountains. Learn more about cycling in biking channel. Getty Images What's the hottest thing on two wheels? You, a survey says: About 45 percent of bike owners age 28 to 45 are women. These days, there are
more cycling groups and biking products for women, and more bike shops are catering to newbies, which continue to attract women, says Erin Sprag, female product manager for special bicycles. It's also a super way to get in shape: you'll sculpt your lower half and melt fat. Cycling is a great low-impact
aerobic activity, and you can build your cardio without pounding, exercise physiologist Carl Foster noted. And if the new celeb-studded bicycle studios are any clue, biking is the coolest, most female-friendly trend around. Come along for the ride! Is it a good fit? Ensuring you have a proper bike fit will help
prevent injury, boost performance and improve your overall riding experience, says Matt Gehling, a pro bike fitter for Trek Cycle. You'll get a custom if you shop at the bike shop. Buying online? First visit a shop where you can get professional consultation for a small fee. Basics: Handlebar width: Your
hands need to be aligned with bony bumps on top of your shoulders. If your handlebar is too wide, it does its risk of neck, shoulder, back and/or wrist issues. Handlebar height: Depending on your flexibility, you want your back to be relatively flat. If it is to be rounded, raise the handlebar. Access: This is
the distance between your seat and handlebars. Sitting upright may seem more comfortable at first, but it really increases the pressure on your back, making it harder to pedal. The forward tilt will attach a little glutes and create strength. Your shoulders must form about a 90 degree angle between your
upper arm and torso. Keep the elbow slightly tilted. Saddle width: Match yours to the width of your pelvis/pelvis. You can measure this with a saddle fitting device at a bike store. Seat height: You should have a slight twist in your knee at the bottom of the pedal stroke, and when you completely extend your
leg, with your knee locked out, your heel should dip to about 3/4 inches away from the ground. Pick your perfect ride in search of a set of wheels? Before shopping, consider whether you're planning to ride (for fitness, fun or racing) and where (road, road, mountain), says Janet Sherman, women's
marketing manager for LIV/Liv. These suggestions will lead you to your best match. See if you'll ride on most roads: a drop handlebar: where to keep your hands and keep you comfortable on a long ride. Endurance Road Geometry: It forms your body in a high (low aerodynamic) position which is best
suited for long, stable An aluminum or carbon frame: It is responsive and light and can tackle both hill and flat routes. Lots of gear: You can use tough or easy ones when riding downhill, upwards or on flats. One to try: With a lightweight aluminum frame, endurance geometry and eight-speed drivetrain,
trek Lexa is a great entry-level road bike. ($740 and above; trekbikes.com) if you'll ride on most paths: Rugged walking 700c tires: Road tires are thin and smooth, while mountain ones are thick and bumpy — you want something that's between the two. Disc brakes: They stop you more quickly on dirt.
Either a drop or flat handlebar-whatever you think better. To make a try: The special Aerial Sport Disc Crossover Bike combines the features of a mountain bike (hydraulic disc brakes, low access brake lever) and a road bike (women's distinctive aluminum frame and nine-speed drivetrain) to ensure a
safe, comfortable ride. ($830; specialized.com) If you'll mostly ride on mountain trails look for: Knobby, big tires (either 27 1/2 — or 29 inches): These make it easier — and more fun — to roll over obstacles. Suspension: This adds buoyancy and cushion effects. Hardtail bike is only front suspension; Full
suspension bikes offer more stability, but they are also more expensive. Disc brakes: They provide more grip when braking. One to try: a new, women-specific aluminum frame and designed with 27 1/2 inch wheels, liv/liv. This hardtail bike offers front suspension, mechanical disc brakes and an eight
speed drivetrain. ($570; giant-bicycles.com) Next page: 3 Ways To Strengthen Bikes Bike 3 Ways To Strengthen Muscle Imbalance Increase Your Risk of Back, Neck or Knee Pain and Lower Your Efficiency on The Bike, Celebrity Trainer Michelle Lovitt Noted. These moves strengthen your body and help
boost your biking ability. Set 3 of the 15 reps of each, 3 times a week, days when you are not cycling. Start and build with a light weight (5 pounds). Jason Lee Gears Up!: Seven Essentials for Your Next Ride 1 Buttery Soft, Moisture Wick and Assistant, Pearl Izumi W Symphony Tank is universally
flattering. We also love three huge back pockets. ($70; pearlizumi.com) 2 special women's aspire helmets are lightweight and fired, and it adjusts to fit any head — or peak — comfortably. ($65; specialized.com) 3 transitions from sneakers to cycling shoes with women-specific Shimano SH-CW40. The
breath style has a leisure cleat that makes it a cinch to clip it in and out- and is easy to walk by bike. ($90; shimano.com) The 4 Topak Deluxe Kit has everything you need to fix a flat - two tyre levers, a mini pump, six tyre patches and a seven-function multitool. ($30; rei.com) Skip 5 tight short-shorts and
try comfy Terry Bella Nickers. They are an elastic Flat stitched capris with waist are, Accents and a breathable, bulk-free chamois. ($120; terrybicycles.com) 6 Carry Energy Gels, Maps and Fix Your Tires - This kit packs the Timbuk2 seat in the XT saddle pack, which buckles behind your saddle. ($28;
timbuk2.com) Reduce the pressure on the wrist and hands with 7 Bontregar Solstice gloves. Highlights: Gel foam padding and a soft terry thumb to wipe the sweat. ($25; bontrager.com) Hi, I have this bike and I have no idea what the model is. I was wondering if anyone knows what it is.
f_auto,w_620/v1495536303/fkejslljkduzq3ixdbb.jpg thank you! The model year of a Schwinn bike produced in 1948 or later can be determined by locating the serial number of the bike and comparing it to a serial number and date chart. The serial number information from before 1948 was lost in a factory
fire and is extremely sparse. The Shwin serial number can be found in many different places on the bike. Most bikes from the 1960s are stamped with serial numbers next to the place where the rear wheel connects with the axle frame. Starting in the 1970s, several bikes were manufactured with serial
numbers on the Schwinn seal, located somewhere on the bike frame. Skip navigation! Skip navigation! Active Travel Kelly Valenta Active Travel Caroline Morse Steel Active Travel Kate Sitarz Entertainment Kate Rétz Entertainment Carl Anagar Schvine IC4 is made by one of the world's best exercise
bikes brands, and is a relatively affordable indoor bike that crammes into features like peloton and Zwift compatibility, as well as a huge range of resistance levels to push your workout to the next level. Schwinn IC4 is a good choice for weight loss and for enhancing your cardio health, and without all the
rinse to your bank account. As such, this indoor bike can elevate your health and fitness without ever having to leave your home. Consider using one of the best fitness trackers to monitor your workouts, including calories burned, heart rate and cover distance. You may also want to see our round-up of the
best Amazon Prime Day Fitbit deals for the latest discounts. Let's now see if it's a worthy contender to add to your home gym setup... Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike Review: Overview Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike is a fully featured spin-style home complete with exercise bike, flywheel, a fully adjustable
saddle, and multi-grip handlebar. The big draw for many will be the fact that this upright bike comes with tablet support which means it is able to run lots of different apps. This means you can join an online live spin class, or you can cycle to a virtual area from the comfort of the house. The bike also offers
magnetic resistance, which adds to a premium display for those of you who are used to jumping on a spin bike at your local gym. Swin IC4: Specs Design: Mode: Only appsSupported limited by weight: 330lbsWarranty: There are plenty of other features to enjoy here for 10 years too, including heart rate
monitoring for zone training so you can hit your goals, especially fat burning, very fast. However, if you really want to track your heart rate correctly, as well as burn calories (and other data) while working out, we recommend buying one of the best fitness trackers to go with your new exercise bike. (Image



credit: Schwinn) Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike Review: designThe Schwinn IC4 looks great, with angular lines of metal finish and a fitness bike you'd expect to see in a high-end fitness studio. Black and red finishes make for a minimal look, which allows this exercise bike to fit into your kept in any room. The
bike itself won't take too much of your home (48.7 x 21.2x51.8 inches). It's thanks to that honest riding position. Not sure what that means directly? In short, you're comfortable organized, but can ride using the stand-up multi-grip handlebar, just like on a street bike with aero bars, but without needing to
balance yourself quite so. The bike supports a maximum weight capacity of 330lbs, and the frame itself is covered for a 10-year warranty. Mechanical and electrical parts are covered for three years, while labor is involved for up to a year. Somewhere you attach two water bottle holders, one mount to your
tablet, and two 3lb dumbbells in the holders that bike for when you're ready to work out your upper arms. There are also an adjustable saddle, chunky multi-grip handlebar and wheels that allow you to move this 106lb bike more easily. There are dual link pedals with cages, but you can swap these to use
clip-in cycling shoes for a more realistic road bike riding experience. (Image credit: Schwinn) Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike Review: featuresThe Schwinn IC4 features a powerful 40lb perimeter weighted flywheel, which allows to offer an amazing 100 level of magnetic resistance variance. That adds to a
near-uninterrupted movement of power as you increase and reduce the difficulty of your ride. Ultimately, all this translates to a more realistic experience, different levels of terrain up and down like a real bike ride. The large feature should be at the level of integration with apps. Pair your tablet with bikes
and dive into any type of training you want. From taking live classes in the peloton to competing with others on Zwift, and even going on a virtual ride using Explore the World. There are plenty of options here – assuming you're definitely happy to pay to subscribe to them. There is an included Bluetooth
heart rate armband that enables you to track your heart rate during training, working in some field training Very good for. There is also a basic computer screen for monitoring things like time, speed, distance, calories, RPM and heart But there are no pre-program training plans to follow. (Image credit:
Schwinn) Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike Review: Performance That Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike Ramps Up Resistance Levels in Micro Adjustment . As such, it's like an automated car rather than a gear one — it keeps changing easily without you actually seeing what's going on. It's ideal for training classes in
the peloton, where rides can adjust automatically without focusing on changes, allowing you to focus on your performance. The 40lb flywheel also means this exercise bike is cool in use, making it an ideal choice for people who live in busy apartment blocks. The bike feels solid, as it's made with steel, so
you can give it all your tilt against those chunky handlebars and push into dual link pedals with cages, without worrying whether the bike is turning, falling or breaking. Basically, it'll take whatever dish you out. If you have access to the peloton digital online fitness service, you can enjoy it on the tablet, but
also ping it to do compatible TVs (for example, anything with Apple TV). It creates a sense of big screen immersion, and works well for couples working out on bikes together at home. The inclusion of three pounds of dumbbells and holders is a nice touch for any workout classes that include upper body
exercises. Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike: VerdictWith Schwinn IC4 Exercise Bike you get a smart upright indoor bike that works with the peloton, Zwift and explore the world all the benefits, without paying top-end prices. The flywheel enables 100 micro adjustments of resistance for smooth and cool rides,
while the bluetooth armband involved enables you to track your heart rate for field training and more. It is ideal for those who already have tablets used in the holder, and the equivalent peloton provides a huge savings on one bike. Dumbbells included making it a full workout station, and for all for under
$1,000. Today's Best Deals Schwinn IC4 Exercise BikeSchwinn IC4 On Indoor Cycling. Shavin - IC4 Indoor Cycling... Cycling.
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